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PHENIX Collaboration (Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 132301 (2010)):In entral Au+Au ollisions, the exess of diret photon yield overp+p is exponential in transverse momentum, with inverse slope T = 221+/- 19 (stat) +/- 19 (syst) MeV. Hydrodynamial models with initialtemperatures ranging from 300�600 MeV at times of 0.6 - 0.15 fm/after the ollision are in qualitative agreement with the data.PHENIX Collaboration (Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 122302 (2012)):The seond Fourier omponent v(2) of the azimuthal anisotropy withrespet to the reation plane is measured for diret photons at midrapidityand transverse momentum (p(T)) of 1-12 GeV/ in Au + Au ollisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. ................ in the p(T) < 4 GeV/ region dominated bythermal photons, we �nd a substantial diret-photon v(2) omparable tothat of hadrons, whereas model alulations for thermal photons in thiskinemati region underpredit the observed v(2).A serious ontradition with expeted dominane of photon produtionfrom QGP



Our explanation of this PHENIX (+ ALICE now) puzzle :Intensive radiation of magneti bremsstrahlung type (synhrotron radiation)resulting from the interation of esaping quarks with the olletive on�ningolour �eld is disussed as a new possible mehanism of observed diretphoton anisotropy.Theoretially, the basi onditions to have suh a radiation availableare easily realized as:1 � the presene of relativisti light quarks (u and d quarks) in QGP;2 � the semilassial nature of their motion;3 � on�nement.Then as a result, eah quark (antiquark) at the boundary of the systemvolume moves along a urve trajetory and (as any lassial harge undergoesan aeleration) emits photons.



The interation of esaping quarks with the olletive on�ning olor�eld (in the hromo-eletri �ux tube model):



From our old alulations (Yad. Fiz.; Z. Phys. C; Phys. Lett. B (1988)):
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,where Tc is the phase-transition temperature, r is the transverse sizeof ylindrially symetri plasma volume with the longitudinal expansion,

σ ≃ 0.2 Gev2 is the quark on�ning fore. Volume photons ome from thehannels gq → γq, qq̄ → γg.Taking into aount the value of onstant we �nd
Nγ

surface/N
γ
volume ≈ 2 at r = 10 fm .The similar estimation an be obtained for hard enough photons also.



Obviously, the photon emanation from the surfae mehanism of nonentralion ollisions is nonisotropi. Indeed, photons are emitted mainly aroundthe diretion determined by the normal to the ellipsoid-like surfae.In the transverse (x-y) plane (the beam is running along (z)-axis) thediretion of this normal (emitted photons) is determined by the spatialazimuthal angle φs = tan−1(y/x) as
tan(φγ) = (Rx/Ry)

2 tan(φs).The shape of quark-gluon system surfae in transverse plane is ontrolledby the radii Rx = R
√

1 − ǫ and Ry = R
√

1 + ǫ with the eentriity ǫ =
b/2RA (b is the impat parameter, RA is the radius of the olliding (idential)nulei).



The photon azimuthal anisotropy an be haraterized by the seondFourier omponent
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Summarizing we would like to maintain positively that the surfaemehanism of photon prodution is intensive enough, develops the azimuthalanisotropy and is apable of resolving the PHENIX diret photons puzzlestill without appealing to the non-equilibrium dynamis of heavy ionollision proess.


